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In 2016 Nebula introduced the concept 
of High Performance Telecoms (HPT) to 
the enterprise landscape. HPT 1.0 looked 
at how advancements in telecoms 
technology and increased speed of 
innovation, coupled with the fast-paced 
digital world was driving the necessity 
for a High Performance Telecoms 
environment. 

In HPT 2.0 we will take a deeper dive 
into the technology developments that 
are affecting businesses and driving the 
need for high performance.  We also 
look at how to not only implement but 
maintain a high performance telecoms 
environment and how the drivers for 
high performance 

telecoms have evolved to keep pace with 
the changing needs of business. 

High performance telecoms is a complex 
business mind-set that requires more 
than a once-off implementation. It 
is an ongoing process of continuous 
improvement to get the most out of 
your telecoms, so that your business can 
work at its optimum performance levels. 
A high performance approach will give 
companies their best chance at success 
in the new world of business.  

01 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

01. INTRODUCTION 
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...A HIGH PERFORMANCE APPROACH 
WILL GIVE COMPANIES THEIR BEST 
CHANCE AT SUCCESS IN THE NEW 

WORLD OF BUSINESS....

Daniel Nel
Chief Executive Officer and Founder
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02 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

02. THE NEW WORLD OF 
       BUSINESS  

The world of business is evolving. New technology is allowing 
business processes and systems to be more intricate, while 
making tasks and workflows easier for the end users.  

Forces of digitisation, automation, virtualisation, 
collaboration, and user experience, are causing game- 
changing technology developments in business.

Technology advancements are disrupting every business 
vertical, and while technology has been a disrupting factor 
for all of human history, the pace and scale we are seeing at 
the moment is unprecedented. 

According to the PWC ‘Tech breakthroughs megatrend’ 
report,  this is because of five concurrent factors:

Cheaper access to technology -  computation, storage, and connectivity 
have gotten exponentially cheaper and more capable.
 
Globalisation of technology - the developed and developing worlds 
are creating, collaborating, communicating, and consuming on similar 
technology platforms.

Increased comfort with technology - people are using the Internet, 
laptops, mobile devices, collaboration tools, and other technologies 
constantly in their personal and professional lives.

The competitive advantage of technology - companies that are 
technology leaders in their industries are more likely to achieve rapid 
revenue and profit growth.

Multiplier effect of technology - Individual technologies build on each 
other and amplify each other’s effects.
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03 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

Many companies are taking the plunge and migrating 
from old legacy systems and architecture in order to 
keep up with  the rapidly increasing pace of technological 
advancements. 

This is giving them greater flexibility, increased agility, 
and faster speed to market – the better to compete with 
emerging digital first solutions. However, It also means 
greater complexity at every level of business, and an 
increased need for digital skills to implement, manage and 
maintain new digital systems. 

These factors have led to a new performance world where 
technology can be used in business to track and measure 
every single second and every single action. 

To fully take advantage of this, companies must implement 
an ethos of High Performance, and consider how the new 
world of technology that is available to them can help 
achieve this High Performance.  

...MANY COMPANIES ARE TAKING 
THE PLUNGE AND MIGRATING 

FROM OLD LEGACY SYSTEMS AND 
ARCHITECTURE...
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04 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

04. THE NEW WORLD         
     OF TECHNOLOGY  
Companies constantly need to consider how new technology is 
impacting them by looking at whether it will enable or inhibit high 
performance and how it should be managed. There are a number of 
important new technology trends that are having a major impact on 
business at the moment. 

Some of the key trends that are influencing business performance 
right now include: 

1. The Increasing Pace of Cloud Migration
   - Becoming ‘Cloud-First’ 

According to a recent report from Cisco, cloud traffic will grow 3.7-fold 
by 2020, from 3.9 zettabytes (ZB) per year in 2015 to 14.1 ZB per year 
by 2020.  While cloud adoption has been a trend in business for a 
while now, many companies are taking the next step and introducing 
cloud-first and cloud-only strategies. 

By 2020, a “no-cloud” policy will be as rare as a “no-internet” policy is 
today. According to reports from Gartner, cloud-first, and even cloud-
only, is replacing the defensive no-cloud stance that dominated many 
large providers in recent years. 

Gartner also states that many organizations are “leaving behind 
the cloud experimentation stage and are looking to build strategic 
relationships with cloud technology providers.

Seeking strategic partnerships, large-enterprise customers are 
looking for cloud service providers with the breadth of cloud services 
to support their vision and enable its execution”. 

With a cloud-first strategy, companies move all possible applications, 
information and workloads to the cloud. A cloud-first strategy centres 
on using cloud technology to its maximum benefit, and implementing 
cloud solutions to run key business functions. 

This enables companies to be more agile, streamline operations, and 
enhance collaboration. 
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05 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

A key benefit of a cloud-first strategy is that the company is only 
paying for the resources it uses, and is able to take advantage of 
a shared infrastructure. Because of this, a cloud-first strategy also 
signals a major change for IT within a business, as the IT function 
becomes the key broker for cloud services. 

The pace of cloud migration will continue to increase, and for many 
businesses it is a factor of ‘when’ rather than ‘if’ they will migrate. For 
the near future, many organisations will be a hybrid world of partial 
cloud migration and will need to adjust systems, strategies, and 
processes accordingly. 

2. Solving More Complex Problems with AI and Machine
    Learning 

While automated systems can be programed to perform a specific 
task in a specific way, AI and machine learning are beginning to 
produce systems that can learn and change their behaviour, based 
on the feedback the system gives them. This will have a major impact 
on many business’s processes, as companies learn to integrate these 
smart tools into their systems. 

While we can expect a definite trend of AI technology taking over low-
skilled jobs, it will also increasingly be used to work collaboratively 
with human professionals to solve more complex problems than 
either is capable of individually. 

According to a recent report from McKinsey which analysed 120 use 
cases for machine learning, the greatest potential for the technology 
can be seen in improved forecasting and predictive analytics. 

With hosted machine learning models, most companies now have 
the ability to quickly analyse large, complex data sets, and deliver 
faster, more accurate insights without the high cost of deploying and 
maintaining machine learning systems.

Google, Apple, IBM, and Amazon for example are all currently 
competing to develop machine-learning platforms that will begin 
infiltrating all levels and types of technology. 

3. The Future of Networks and Connectivity Enabling the IoT 

The Internet of Things (IoT) continues to evolve and is seeing increasing 
practical business application across a number of industries, from 
insurance, to farming, mining, and logistics.

The combination of improved IoT networks and the increasing 
affordability of connected devices or ‘things’, is also transforming value 
chains within businesses, and according to Cisco, the workloads from 
IoT, analytics and databases will account for 22% of total business 
workloads by 2020. 
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06 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

New technology developments are also constantly increasing the 
reach and power of IoT solutions. For example, Narrow Band IoT 
(NB-IoT) is a Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) network technology 
which expands IoT capabilities and enables new use cases. It 
does so by expanding the reach of communication devices to 
areas where radio penetration has not previously been feasible. 
Locally, both Vodacom and MTN have unveiled plans for 
implementing narrowband IoT.  

The possibilities of IoT are constantly expanding, for example 
IBM’s IoT offering provides APIs and technologies, which include 
cognitive, analytics, mobile, security and cloud capabilities.  
Microsoft Azure’s IoT hub, on the other hand, leverages the power 
of Microsoft’s cloud platform to “extend the intelligence of cloud 
computing to edge devices.”  This means that IoT administrators 
can remotely maintain, update, and manage IoT devices at scale 
from the cloud.

The capability and reach of IoT will only expand as 5G connectivity 
begins to emerge across the globe over the next five years. 

As IoT solutions become a more integrated part of all business 
processes, companies will have to consider how to track, manage, 
and maintain increasing numbers of connected devices. 

...IOT WILL ONLY EXPAND AS 5G 
CONNECTIVITY BEGINS TO EMERGE 
ACROSS THE GLOBE OVER THE NEXT 

FIVE YEARS...
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07 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

07. MANAGING HIGH 
     PERFORMANCE: 

COMPLEXITY VS CONSTRAINED THINKING 

These new technological realities are constantly introducing 
increasing pressure and complexity in the business environment. 
In addition, there is a growing reliance on technology solutions and 
telecoms systems to create and drive business performance. 

As digital technology becomes more pervasive, the telecoms 
environment has become one of the most important business 
areas to enable new business technologies. It is not only business 
processes that are being transformed by new technology, but how 
companies communicate with each other, their employees, and 
their customers. 

These advancements have greatly added to the complexity of 
telecoms for businesses, and created the need for a new approach 
to telecoms.

In HPT 1.0 we highlighted the two main problems that companies face 
when trying to create a High Performance Telecoms Environment. 

•  Increasing telecoms complexity.
•  Constrained telecoms thinking.

This leads to diminishing marginal return. 

We will now recap what these terms mean for the business. 

Increased telecoms complexity: the constant advancement in 
technology and innovation has made the telecoms environment and 
associated service offering for large enterprise extremely complex.

Constrained telecoms thinking: It is becoming increasingly 
difficult to ensure that the required level of skill is available within 
a company to manage a large and intricate telecoms environment. 
This decrease in skills capability reduces the company’s ability to 
implement and manage new telecoms innovations.
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08 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

Law of Diminishing Marginal Return: This eventually leads to the law of 
diminishing marginal return. By focusing on maintaining the current system and 
not having the ability to implement and manage new telecoms innovations that 
could positively impact the business, companies reach a point where performance 
will marginally decrease with the increase of human input. 

These factors are still extremely relevant in the telecoms environment today. 
If anything, they have become more pronounced as telecoms technology has 
become increasingly advanced and complex. Companies must therefore learn how 
to manage these challenges and counteract them to create a high performance 
environment.

Constrained telecoms thinking and performance are both characterised by a lack of 
digital skills. If a company does not invest in new skills and training they will not be 
equipped to implement and manage new telecoms innovations.

To counteract these constraining forces in the telecoms environment, companies 
must build digital skills, embrace a digital mind-set, and keep pace with digital change 
by applying the right digitalisation tools. This essentially has to become rooted in 
the company’s culture . 

...IF A COMPANY DOES NOT INVEST 
IN NEW SKILLS AND TRAINING THEY 

WILL NOT BE EQUIPPED TO IMPLEMENT 
AND MANAGE NEW TELECOMS 

INNOVATIONS...
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09 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

09. CREATE AND MAINTAIN A      
   HIGH PERFORMANCE         
   TELECOMS ENVIRONMENT   
In the 2016 HPT paper Nebula outlined the four basic steps to implementing a High Performance Telecoms Environment.

Once these steps have been implemented however, there must be an ongoing effort to support and maintain the system in a way 
that reinforces the ethos of high performance. 

3. Create real-time 
data enrichment and 

purification 

2. Integrate with service 
providers and 3rd party 

applications 

4. Create a 
systems-generated 

knowledge base 
 

1. Automate
 complex tasks 
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10 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

There are several key steps in creating an overarching business 
environment that supports high performance telecoms on an ongoing 
basis. 

Figure 1: Creating and Maintaining a High Performance 
Telecoms Environment

This includes a full understanding of the technologies, platforms, and 
solutions that make up the ecosystem, and how they are interwoven 
to create the telecoms environment. 

1. Implement a system 
The first step towards creating a High Performance Telecoms 
environment is to implement a system that gives a complete view of 
the telecoms ecosystem. 

2. Map ecosystem 
Next, companies must regularly itemise all telecoms products, services, 
and devices currently in use. 

3. Integrate
The system must then be integrated both with external services 
providers, for more accurate billing and contract management, as 
well as with other internal business systems, such as IT, finance, and 
procurement. 

4. Collect Data
Data from all points of the ecosystem must be collected into a 
central dashboard where it can be easily recalled, sorted, viewed, and 
analysed. 

5. Analyse and interpret 
Once the data is collected it can be analysed and interpreted to 
support business optimisation, enhance decision making, and reduce 
wastage on a regular and ongoing basis.
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11 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

6. Transition to new business processes 
Companies can continue to implement new business processes that 
enhance the effectiveness of their telecoms system and enable them 
to communicate better and provide better customer service. 

7. Optimisation and ROI 
By continually analysing the data and implementing automation and 
improved processes, the company has more control over usage and 
spend, better speed of operations, and improved accuracy when it 
comes to decision making and reporting.  Indirect savings are also 
gained due to shortened and more optimised business processes that 
enable greater productivity in staff, freeing them up to concentrate 
on core capabilities. 

8. High performance
This creates a loop of insight, action, improvement and feedback 
to constantly and consistently improve the telecoms environment, 
creating greater efficiencies and improved spending. The outcome 
of this process is a high performance telecoms environment that 
embraces the latest digital technology and is not constrained by 
complexity or a lack of digital skills. 

This approach can be used to manage the full lifecycle of the telecoms 
ecosystem, by implementing a system that provides real-time visibility 
and control of enterprise telecoms usage and performance, and 
provides a feedback loop for constant assessment and improvement. 

By embracing technology and creating a digital approach to telecoms, 
companies can create a telecoms platform where it is possible to see 
the status of all spend and usage on the telecoms ecosystem at a 
glance, as well as aggregate and analyse all data in real time. 
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12 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

12. THE BENEFITS OF HIGH        
  PERFORMANCE 
Creating a high performance telecoms environment is essential for 
business optimisation. There are a number of key business benefits 
that companies will see when they take a high performance approach 
to their telecoms. 

In HPT 1.0 we outlined some of the basic benefits of creating a high 
performance telecoms environment. In HPT 2.0 we look at how 
these benefits have evolved, and at the additional benefits that can 
be gained by creating a high performance business.  

Usage Optimisation 

With usage optimisation, companies need to look beyond the 
direct costs of telecoms services and rather focus on how telecoms 
products and services should be supporting their key business 
processes. 

FINANCIAL GOALSEMPLOYEE GOALS BUSINESS GOALS

HPT 1.0

Return on Investment

Reducing Risks

Decision Support

Increased Flexibility

Operational Simplification

Ensured Compliance

More Control

Increased Visibility

Empowered End-Users

Return on Investment

Security Best Practice  

Real Time Adjustments 

Increased Intelligence  

Full Service Management 

Complete Data Management  

Better Communication  

Increased Automation

End-user Satisfaction 

HPT 2.0
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13 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

This not only produces cost efficiencies, but also ensures that 
employees get the services they need with no unnecessary excess 
or wastage. 

For example, in the telecoms environment there are often certain 
parameters that users need to operate within to get the best value 
out the package that has been procured. 

A company that is managing several thousand employee mobile 
phones might have a few different package layers, with a different 
cost structure and voice and data services on each. 

By implementing a system that can track usage and notify the 
employees when they approach their limit, it is therefore possible to 
reduce overspending and out-of-bundle costs. At the same time the 
company can monitor people who routinely come in over or under 
their package allowance and move them on to a more appropriate 
package to match business needs. 

This allows companies to get the best possible usage out of the 
various telecoms services they have procured and drive efficiency in 
everything they do. 

Full Service Management
 
With operational simplification it is possible to automate tasks and 
improve operational processes throughout the business.  As the 
telecoms environment becomes more complex however, companies 
are finding it increasingly difficult to manage and control the 
performance, service level agreements, costs, and billing associated 
with their telecoms services.

The telecoms environment in a large enterprise may have thousands 
of individual line items and entities that they get billed for. They must 
also manage multiple service providers and multiple service level 
agreements. This complexity can lead to inefficiencies within the 
ecosystem that create wastage and unnecessary overspending. 

By implementing full service management, enterprises can save up 
to 20 – 30% in direct costs. It also reduces indirect costs, the time 
resources spend to monitor and manage spend, allocate costs to 
departments, track SLAs and monitor network performance. 

 ...BY IMPLEMENTING FULL SERVICE 
MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISES CAN SAVE 

UP TO 20 – 30% IN DIRECT COSTS....
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14 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

Security Best Practice 

Businesses face a constantly evolving set of cyber threats and need 
to ensure the highest possible cyber security standards to mitigate 
against these threats. By maintaining a High Performance Telecoms 
environment, a company can not only highlight and minimise 
risks that could negatively impact a business, but can control and 
automate data flows according to best practice standards. 

While the typical view of data breaches is that they come from 
malicious external attacks, many breaches actually occur through 
simple human error within the company itself. This can be from 
something as simple as a losing a device which has access to 
company data or accidently sending sensitive information to 
the wrong person. Internal threats can also come from corrupt 
employees who intentionally leak confidential data for their own 
personal gain. 

By automating tasks and controlling data flows within the telecoms 
environment, it is possible to manage who has access to what data 
and how they can move and share it. This makes it easier to mitigate 
against security threats. 

Complete Data Management 

As companies collect and manage increasing amounts of data 
within the telecoms ecosystem they need to look at how they collect, 
manage, store, analyse, and report that data. 

Beyond basic data and regulatory compliance, a high performance 
telecoms management system will enable companies to create 
custom reports across every level through business rule setup and 
configuration. This provides more insightful reporting and a more 
refined understanding of the entire telecoms environment. 

A centralised dashboard provides enhanced reporting capabilities. 
This can be used to analyse and optimise usage, highlighting billing 
discrepancies and enabling complete lifecycle management. 

Where in the past IT and Finance might have had their own siloed 
view of the telecoms environment, by collecting all data in a central 
point all relevant, these stakeholders are now able to gain a complete 
view of the entire ecosystem. This not only improves compliance and 
reporting, but robust data management processes also reduce the 
chances of information getting lost or being incorrectly transcoded.
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15 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

Real-Time Adjustments 

Precise data collection, verification, analysis, and enhancement 
enable real-time visibility so that a company has complete control 
over business units and service providers. This allows for real-time 
budget tracking, forecasting and notifications.

While this provides valuable insight when making decisions about 
long-term strategy, it also allows the company to make adjustments 
in real time in order to optimise performance and cost savings. 

Better Communication  

A telecoms management solution will empower a business to take 
greater control of its enterprise performance. This performance 
includes how it communicates, both internally and with customers. 
Consumers are increasingly putting a higher emphasis on availability 
and engagement when dealing with businesses.  Any problems with 
the telecoms environment within a business can therefore have 
knock-on effects that create customer service issues.

High Performance Telecoms therefore needs to be embedded into 
the core structure of a business. Being able to provide efficient and 
effective communication with customers across a number of mobile 
and digital channels is essential to providing good customer service. 

A telecoms system that is ineffective or unreliable will hamper the 
customer’s efforts to engage with a company and can result in 
negative sentiment and lost sales.  

Increased Intelligence  

The telecoms ecosystem has become a complex web of interconnected 
technologies and services, including infrastructure management, 
fixed voice services, mobile devises, voice, SMS and data bundles, 
SIM cards, contracts, and spend management and recon. 

By enabling the management of all costs associated with fixed, 
mobile, and data services, a telecoms management system enables 
companies to monitor the telecoms budget, identify invoice 
inaccuracies, and easily identity the best deals on voice and data 
packages to suit the needs of their employees. 

The business will have the flexibility to deploy the full spectrum of 
best-of-breed technologies and services in its telecoms environment. 
It will also be able to implement effective multi-vendor integration, 
management and contracting, with more flexible contracts and 
minimised lock-in.
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16 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

Increased Automation

A High Performance Telecoms environment can help to automate, 
analyse, monitor, and enforce a number of processes and transactions 
within the business. This will provide a company with more insight 
into its telecoms usage, supply chain, and service providers.

As systems and processes become increasingly complex and 
technology-driven, it is no longer feasible to do everything manually. 
Companies need to find out which processes can be automated and 
how to build that automation seamlessly into the business ecosystem.

Simplifying and automating tasks within the telecoms environment 
also saves time for employees, and allows them to focus on tasks 
and projects that more directly support the core business functions. 

End User Satisfaction 

A High Performance Telecoms system is an essential tool for any 
modern business. Reliable telecoms solutions that enable employees 
to be connected, from anywhere, at any time, creates a culture of 
communication and collaboration within a business. It also reduces 
friction and frustration for employees in the day-to-day execution of 
their jobs. 

By giving employees a better communication experience,  it is possible 
to improve their job performance, productivity and satisfaction 
across the board. 

Being able to track telecoms activities also enables companies to 
better match employees with apps and devices that suit their style of 
work. By providing staff with the resources they need to best do their 
job, it is possible to improve their efficiency. 

 

...BY GIVING EMPLOYEES A BETTER 
COMMUNICATION EXPERIENCE, IT 

IS POSSIBLE TO IMPROVE THEIR JOB 
PERFORMANCE, PRODUCTIVITY AND 

SATISFACTION ACROSS...
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17 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

17.  WHO SHOULD BE THINKING 
  ABOUT A HPT SOLUTION? 
There are several levels of consideration that a company should go 
through when looking at implementing a high performance telecoms 
solution. 

In the diagram on page 19, we outline the three levels that companies 
need to consider when assessing their need for a high performance 
telecoms environment. 

The first level is the need for an efficient telecoms system. With 
the ubiquitous nature of communication devices and connectivity 
permeating every aspect of business nowadays, the ability for efficient 
and enable communication is a must-have for most businesses. 

Companies must then consider how complex their telecoms system 
is. At level two, the company must assess components such as:

• If they have a large national or global footprint, with a large 
workforce that needs to communicate with each other, as well as 
suppliers, customers, and other stakeholders.

• If telecoms is core to the product offering or enables sales and 
support functions in the business. 

• If the staff are reliant on a large and complex telecoms system, 
using a variety of devices, services, and systems to do business 
successfully.  

• If the company promotes a business model of implementing best-
in-class technology infrastructure. 

Level three adds a multiplying factor to level two. If the company is 
implementing a digitalisation strategy, and/or needs to manage a 
number of legacy telecoms systems, it becomes even more essential 
to implement a high performance telecoms solution. 
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18 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

DO YOU REQUIRE AN EFFICIENT 
TELECOMS SYSTEM?

LEVEL
1

LEVEL
2

Are you implementing a 
digitalisation strategy?

Are you managing a 
number of legacy 

telecoms systems?

 
 

LEVEL
3

HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS
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Do you 
require 
best-of 
breed 

systems?

Are staff 
reliant on 
complex 
telecoms 
systems?

Is telecoms
core to 

providing 
products or 

services?
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19 HIGH PERFORMANCE TELECOMS 2.0

 19. NEBULA’S HPT 
         OFFERING - ONEVIEWTM   

In order to enable a High Performance Telecoms Environment 
within enterprise businesses, Nebula has developed OneView, 
a next generation, cloud-based telecoms lifecycle management 
system that provides real-time visibility and control of enterprise 
telecoms usage and performance. Through integration with services 
providers, OneView enables automation, collection, enrichment, and 
verification of enterprise usage, spend, and vendor performance. 

In addition to improving efficiencies and reducing unnecessary 
expenditure, the system supports governance, compliance and 
risk management, mobile workforce management, infrastructure 
management and contract optimisation.

OneView offers real-time visibility of the entire telecoms ecosystem, 
and makes it possible to manage telecoms consumption, and track 
service provider performance, ensuring all elements are being 
utilised optimally. 

Some of the features that OneView offers include: 

Benchmarking – Compare pricing and service options across 
different vendors. Assess your current telecoms usage and spend 
and analyse the potential savings or improvements that could be 
incurred by making changes to your current products, packages, or 
vendors. 

Contract compliance – Ensure all services are charged at the 
correct rates. Compare all bills received with the agreed contract 
prices and communicate any inaccuracies to the vendors to secure 
a reimbursement. All telecoms invoices are reviewed to identify any 
errors or inaccuracies, such as overcharges or unnecessary fees.

Cost Allocation – Assign telecoms expenses to the relevant teams. 
All telecoms invoices can be assigned to a specific department, 
division or site in order to effectively track costs. 
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Usage Monitoring – Real-time monitoring of telecoms usage and 
spend. A centralised real-time dashboard allows for the continual 
monitoring of all telecoms usage and spend. This supports more 
accurate budget forecasting and minimises spend wastage. 

Reporting and analytics – Support key business decisions with 
real-time data. The OneView dashboard provides a clear view of the 
entire telecoms ecosystem spend and usage at all times. This allows 
decision makers to accurately see what is needed where, and easily 
allocate and redistribute resources accordingly. 

3rd party integration – Work seamlessly with other business 
processes and functions. Beyond simply integrating into service 
providers to get billing and reporting information, OneView can 
integrate into a number of key business systems, such as ERP 
systems, as well as infrastructure ordering service request systems. 
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21. THE ONEVIEWTM APP

In addition to the main OneViewTMtelecoms management system, 
Nebula also offers the OneViewTM App which provides corporate 
mobile users with real-time information on their mobile usage and 
spend.

With the OneViewTM mobile app it is possible for employees to view 
all company owned devices that they use, making it easier for them 
to monitor and control their own usage and spend, reducing wastage 
and improving overall telecoms costs in the business. 
Features of the OneView App:

1. A single view of all assigned devices and SIMs - Users can load 
all of their company-owed devices onto the OneViewTM app, 
including mobile phones, tables, and 3G cards. This enables the 
employee to view a list of all the devices or SIMs that are assigned 
to them in a single interface.

2. Easy personalisation – users are able to give ‘friendly’ names and 
icons to all their devices to more easily distinguish between them 
and track and manage the different accounts.

3. Spend tracking and management – users are given real-time 
usage alerts, as well as a summary of usage and spend per device 
or SIM.

By empowering employees to manage and monitor their own device 
usage, the OneViewTM app provides greater awareness across all 
levels around reducing and controlling mobile spend. 

Nebula’s OneViewTM system provides insight, simplicity, speed, and 
accuracy to a company’s entire telecoms environment. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
To find out more about OneView™, please send an email to ContactUs@Nebula.ca.za
with “OneViewTM” in the subject line, and a Nebula staff member will contact you.
You can also visit any of these platforms for more information and latest company news.

www.nebula.co.za

Nebula Telecommunication

@onenebula

Nebula

SIMPLIFYING HIGH PERFORMANCE

Return to E-Book Introduction.

http://www.nebula.co.za/
http://www.nebula.co.za
https://www.facebook.com/OneNebulaZA/?fref=ts
http://Nebula Telecommunication
https://www.facebook.com/OneNebulaZA/?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/onenebula
https://www.facebook.com/OneNebulaZA/?fref=ts
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